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ABSTRACT
Legal case matching, which automatically constructs a model to
estimate the similarities between the source and target cases, has
played an essential role in intelligent legal systems. Semantic text
matchingmodels have been applied to the taskwhere the source and
target legal cases are considered as long-form text documents. These
general-purposematchingmodelsmake the predictions solely based
on the texts in the legal cases, overlooking the essential role of the
law articles in legal case matching. In the real world, the matching
results (e.g., relevance labels) are dramatically affected by the law
articles because the contents and the judgments of a legal case
are radically formed on the basis of law. From the causal sense,
a matching decision is affected by the mediation effect from the
cited law articles by the legal cases, and the direct effect of the key
circumstances (e.g., detailed fact descriptions) in the legal cases.
In light of the observation, this paper proposes a model-agnostic
causal learning framework called Law-Match, under which the legal
case matching models are learned by respecting the corresponding
law articles. Given a pair of legal cases and the related law arti-
cles, Law-Match considers the embeddings of the law articles as
instrumental variables (IVs), and the embeddings of legal cases as
treatments. Using IV regression, the treatments can be decomposed
into law-related and law-unrelated parts, respectively reflecting the
mediation and direct effects. These two parts are then combined
with different weights to collectively support the final matching
prediction. We show that the framework is model-agnostic, and a
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number of legal case matching models can be applied as the under-
lying models. Comprehensive experiments show that Law-Match
can outperform state-of-the-art baselines on three public datasets.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Legal case matching has played an important role in intelligent legal
systems. For example, in legal case retrieval, the matching models
help the system to determine the relevance between the query
cases and the candidate cases. Traditionally, the task is formalized
as matching two long-form text documents at the semantic level.
General-purpose document matching models have been adapted
to tackle the problem, including the heuristic methods [27, 48],
network-based methods [7, 8], and text-based methods [29, 41].

Though effective, simply considering the legal cases as general
long-form text documents [45] still has spaces for improvement.
One striking difference between legal cases and general documents
is that legal cases usually cite a number of law articles1. These
law articles are selected from the law book (e.g., Chinese Criminal
Law) by the judges and provide essential knowledge of the legal
case’s context and judgments. Existing studies have shown that law
articles are beneficial to a number of legal-related tasks [34, 43, 49].

1Law articles are the foundation of statutes or written laws which are usually enacted
by the administration of justice (e.g., Criminal Law in China).
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Article 163:
[The crime of Bribery] 

Company and enterprise 

work personnel, who, in the 

course of economic contacts, 

receive personal kick-backs 

and commissions in various 

forms in violation of state 

rules …….

Article 246:
[The crime of Libel] 

Those openly insulting 

others using force or other 

methods or those fabricating 

stories to slander others, if 

the case is serious, are to be 

sentenced to three years in 

prison ......

Case A:
Fact Description: The defendant, Zhou **，slandered Li ** for taking 

bribes out of revenge which made a huge negative impact on Li ** ‘s life 

and work ……

Cited law article:  PRC Criminal Law, Article 246.

Case B: 
Fact Description: The defendant,  Hua ** took advantage of his position to 

take bribes, making a profit of more than 1,000,000 YUAN during the 

period ......

Cited law article:  PRC Criminal Law, Article 163. 

Case C: 
Fact Description: The defendant, Le **, for the purpose of profit, 

created chat groups to attract gambling participants to join, gambling 

activities using the games on Xingyue Mahjong APP ……

Cited law article: PRC Criminal Law, Article 303.

Case D: 
Fact Description: The defendant , Xu ** and Xu ** opened a gambling 

shop in the form of "small village" in Xu ** convenience store in Wenling 

City, and called on gamblers to gamble in the shop ……

Cited law article: PRC Criminal Law, Article 303.

Label: mismatch

Label: match

Article 303:
[The crime of Gambling] 

Whoever, for the purpose of 

reaping profits, assembles a 

crow to engage in gambling, 

opens a gambling house, or 

makes an occupation of 

gambling is to be sentenced 

to not more than three 

years …...

PRC Criminal LawLegal case pair

Figure 1: Left: two pairs of legal cases; Right: three cited law
articles in the legal cases. (translated from Chinese)

Analysis shows that the law articles are also important in legal
case matching. Figure 1 shows the snapshots of two real legal case
pairs2. Contents of the cited law articles are listed in the right part of
the figure. In the first legal case pair, Case A and Case B share a large
number of words in their fact descriptions. However, the judges’
decisions are: Case A is libel crime (PRC Criminal Law, Article
246) while Case B is bribery crime (Article 163). The associated law
articles are helpful in identifying the key information (highlighted)
in the two cases [14]. By comparing the key information in the two
cases, experts annotate the matching label as “mismatch” though
they have relatively high semantic text similarity (measured by
Lawformer [41]). In the second example of Figure 1, Case C and
Case D have relatively lower semantic text similarity than the
previous pair. However, both of them are judged as the gambling
crime (Article 303). The law article helps to identify similar key
information (highlighted) in these two legal cases. So the expert-
annotated matching label is “match”.

Usually, the key constitutive elements and the key circumstances
provide important signals for the matching of two legal cases [19].
The key constitutive elements are highly summative texts written
in light of some law articles. The key circumstances, on the other
hand, are detailed fact descriptions and are usually very different
from case to case. They are not directly related to any law articles.
Therefore, it is possible that law articles can help the matching
model to identify and decompose these key information.

From the causal sense, the matching of two legal cases is affected
by the mediation effect from the law articles and the direct effect
from the key circumstances part of legal cases. More specifically,
the key constitutive elements in the legal cases mediate the law
articles’ effect on the matching decision (i.e., the mediation effect).
In contrast, the key circumstances directly affect the matching
decision (i.e., the direct effect). As a result, the embedding of a legal
case actually consists of two parts: the law-related part, which is
the mediator of the mediation effect, and the law-unrelated part,
which has direct effect. These two parts reflect different association

2Crawled from http://faxin.cn and translated to English.

mechanisms between the legal cases and the matching decisions. It
is necessary to identify and treat them differently.

To address the issue, this paper proposes a causal representa-
tion learning framework tailored for legal case matching, called
Law-Match. Specifically, Law-Match considers the legal cases as
treatment and the corresponding law articles as instrument variables
(IVs) [2, 9, 33, 38]. In the matching phase, after getting the embed-
dings of the legal cases (i.e., treatments) and the related law articles
(i.e., IVs), Law-Match first uses the IVs to regress the treatments,
resulting in the fitted vector (law-related part) and the residuals
(law-unrelated part). These two parts have different effects on the
final matching. Law-Match then combines them into a newly recon-
structed treatment vector with the attentionmechanism. Finally, the
reconstructed treatment is fed to the underlying matching model
for making the final matching prediction. In the training phase,
an alternative optimization procedure is developed to learn the
parameters in the IV regression and matching models.

We summarize the major contributions of the paper as follows:
(1) We analyze the essential role of law articles in legal case

matching from a causal view: the matching decisions are affected
by the mediation effect of the law articles and the direct effect of
the key circumstances in the legal cases.

(2) We propose a novel model-agnostic causal learning frame-
work which introduces the law articles into the process of legal case
matching in a theoretically sound way. IV regression is adopted
to decompose the mediation effect and direct effect from the legal
case embeddings by considering law articles as IVs and legal cases
as the treatments.

(3) We conducted extensive experiments on three public datasets.
Experimental results demonstrated that Law-Match could signifi-
cantly improve the underlying models’ performance and outper-
form the baselines, verifying the importance of the law articles in
legal case matching.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Legal case matching
Conventionally, legal case matching can be addressed with manual
knowledge engineering (KE) [6]. The methods include the Boolean
search technology and manual classification [11]. With the devel-
opment of NLP, deep learning has been adapted to realize seman-
tic level matching of legal cases. According to [8], these studies
can be categorized as network-based and text-based methods. The
network-based methods are tailored for common law and use the ci-
tations of different cases to construct a Precedent Citation Network
(PCNet). For example, [17] use PCNet-based Jaccard similarity to
infer the paired legal cases’ similarity. Bhattacharya et al. [8] use
Node2vec to map the nodes of the graph to a vector space and then
compute the legal cases’ cosine similarity. See also [7, 21].

The text-based methods compute the semantic similarity be-
tween legal cases. Shao et al. [29] utilize BERT to capture the
semantic relationships at the paragraph level and then infer the
relevance between two cases by aggregating the paragraph-level
interactions. Xiao et al. [41] release the longformer-based [5] pre-
trained language model to get a better representation of long legal
documents. Yu et al. [46] propose a three-stage explainable legal
case matching model. Law articles have shown their effects on a

http://faxin.cn
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number of legal tasks. Zhong et al. [49] jointly model the law article
prediction task and the Legal Judgment Prediction (LJP). Xu et al.
[43] construct a relationship diagram between the law articles and
introduce all relevant law articles into the LJP.

2.2 Causal learning
In causal learning, instrument variable (IV) [2, 9, 33, 38] has been
widely used to identify the causal effect of the treatment on the
output. Traditionally, two-stage least squares (2SLS) [1] regression
is used to regress the IVs to treatments. Shaver [30] and Dippel
et al. [12] use the linear 2SLS to identify both the causal treatment
and mediation effects. Recently, models have been proposed to
extend the linear 2SLS model to high dimensional and non-linear
deep neural networks. Xu et al. [42] extend 2SLS to an alternating
training regime and perform well in high-dimensional image data
and off-policy reinforcement learning. See also [15, 22, 32, 40, 47].

Recently, causal representation learning has been proposed
to discover the high-level causal variables from low-level observa-
tions [28]. Yang et al. [44] propose a VAE-based causal disentangled
representation learning framework by leveraging labels of concepts
as additional knowledge. Si et al. [31] reconstruct the causal rep-
resentation of items in recommendation by using search data as
the additional knowledge. The proposed Law-Match can also be
viewed as learning causal legal case representations by using the
law articles as additional knowledge.

Mediation analysis is designed to explore the underlying mech-
anism by which one variable influences another variable through
a mediator variable [13]. In order to better leverage the different
mechanisms, many studies are proposed to decompose the different
effects [4, 37]. In this paper, we also use the IV regression to identify
the indirect effects between law articles and matching results.

3 BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES
3.1 Problem formulation
Suppose we are given a set of labelled data tuples D = {(𝑋,𝑌, 𝑧)}
where 𝑋 ∈ X is a source legal case, 𝑌 ∈ Y is a target case, and
𝑧 ∈ Z is the human-annotated matching label. Z could be de-
fined as, for example, Z = {0, 1, 2} where 0 means mismatch, 1
means partially match, and 2 means match. Typically, a legal case
can be considered as a sequence of words that describe the case’s
facts. Therefore, the legal case 𝑋 (or 𝑌 ) can be represented as a
𝑑-dimensional embeddings e(𝑋 ) ∈ R𝑑 (or e(𝑌 ) ∈ R𝑑 ). Typically,
the embeddings are the outputs at the [CLS] token of a BERT model
pre-trained on a legal corpus.

The task of legal case matching, therefore, becomes learning a
matching model 𝑓 : X ×Y → Z based on the labelled tuples in D.

3.2 Law articles in legal case matching
Real legal cases usually cite the applicable law articles that support
the judicial decisions3. These law articles are selected from a law
book (e.g., PRC Criminal Law). The IDs (i.e., IDs of the articles,
clauses, and items) are listed at the end of legal cases. Therefore,
we can collect the article contents from the law book according
3In some tasks such as legal retrieval, the source cases (queries) only contain the fact
descriptions. For these cases, the law articles can be extracted with the causal discovery
method [18]. Please refer to Section 5.1 for more details.

𝐞(𝐿𝑋) 𝐞(𝐿𝑌)

Law Articles

Embeddings

Legal Case

Embeddings

Confounders

Labels

𝐞(𝑋) 𝐞(𝑌)

𝑈𝑋 𝑈𝑌

𝑧

(a) Causal graph of legal case matching.

Direct

Mediation

𝐞(𝐿𝑋) 𝐞(𝐿𝑌)

𝑈𝑋 𝑈𝑌

𝑧

𝐞(𝑋) ො𝐞(𝑋)
𝐞(𝑋)

𝐞(𝑌)ො𝐞(𝑌)
𝐞(𝑌)

(b) Causal graph after IV regression.

Figure 2: Causal graph of legal case matching and the graph
after IV regression. (a): Law article embeddings e(𝐿𝑋 ) and
e(𝐿𝑌 ) affect 𝑧 through e(𝑋 ) and e(𝑌 ), which also have other
effects on 𝑧. (b): e(𝐿𝑋 ) and e(𝐿𝑌 ) affect 𝑧 through the fitted
parts (mediators) ê(𝑋 ) and ê(𝑌 ). The residuals ẽ(𝑋 ) and ẽ(𝑌 )
have direct effects on 𝑧.

to the IDs. The law article contents can be concatenated as a new
pseudo document, represented as another 𝑑-dimensional embed-
ding e(𝐿𝑋 ) ∈ R𝑑 where 𝐿𝑋 denotes the law articles cited by 𝑋 .

Intuitively, the law articles should provide complementary knowl-
edge for understanding the legal cases and therefore enhancing the
matching. On the one hand, legal cases are long-form documents
containing multiple sentences, describing a number of facts. Some
of them are the key facts, while others are not. The applicable law
articles are selected by the judges. They should reflect the most
key information (e.g., key facts) in the case, affecting the legal case
matching. On the other hand, the law articles influence the descrip-
tion of the facts and the judgments (e.g., charges, terms of penalty).
When preparing a legal case, the lawyers would consider the law
articles seriously because the judge’s decisions are based on the
law articles.

One straightforward approach is concatenating the contents
of the law articles to the original texts, i.e., appending 𝐿𝑋 to 𝑋
and appending 𝐿𝑌 to 𝑌 . Though improvements can be observed,
we note that there exist fundamental differences between the law
articles and texts in legal cases: the law articles are created by the
governmental institutions and presented in the form of general
rules with precise definitions. The legal cases are written by judges
in the form of detailed descriptions of specific facts. They have
different roles and affect the matching with different mechanisms.

3.3 A causal view of legal case matching
Following the framework proposed in [23, 24], we can formalize
legal case matching with a multivariate causal graph. According
to Figure 2(a), the two input legal cases 𝑋 and 𝑌 are two treatment
variables in the causal graph, respectively represented as their
embeddings e(𝑋 ) and e(𝑌 ). The outcome variable 𝑧 is the matching
label. There exist associations between e(𝑋 ) and 𝑧 (path e(𝑋 ) → 𝑧)
and e(𝑌 ) and 𝑧 (path e(𝑌 ) → 𝑧), because the prediction is based on
the matching signals between 𝑋 and 𝑌 .
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The observations in Ma et al. [19] show that the key constitutive
elements in a legal case are generally highly related to the cited
law articles. The key circumstances, however, are not. In a causal
sense, the matching labels are determined along two paths, includ-
ing the mediation effect of law articles and the direct effect of the
key circumstances. More specifically, the key constitutive elements
mediate the effect of the law articles on the matching label, while
the key circumstances have direct effects on the matching label.
Therefore, the associations e(𝑋 ) → 𝑧 and e(𝑌 ) → 𝑧 are mixtures of
two different types of causal paths, i.e., the law-related associations
caused by the mediation effect and the law-unrelated associations
caused by the direct effect.

Besides, for legal case 𝑋 (or 𝑌 ), there also exist missing vari-
ables 𝑈𝑋 (or 𝑈𝑌 ) that are associated with both 𝑋 and 𝑧 (paths
e(𝑋 ) ← 𝑈𝑋 → 𝑧). The missing variables could be any confounding
factors unrelated to law articles (e.g., the focus of disputes). How-
ever, they are important parts of the legal case and are considered
when making the matching decisions. Therefore, the law-unrelated
association can be viewed as a backdoor path in the causal graph.
Obviously, the law-related and law-unrelated associations reflect
different mechanisms between legal cases (i.e., treatments) and
matching prediction (i.e., outcome). It is necessary to identify these
two associations and treat them differently.

The independence between the law articles and the missing
variables as well as the key circumstances, provide us a chance to
conduct the identification. As shown in Figure 2(b), we leverage 𝐿𝑋
and 𝐿𝑌 as the IVs [39, 42]4. Thus, we can regress e(𝑋 ) on e(𝐿𝑋 ) and
e(𝐿𝑌 ) to get ê(𝑋 ) which does not depend on the confounder 𝑈𝑋
and residual ẽ(𝑋 ) = e(𝑋 ) − ê(𝑋 ). Therefore, path ê(𝑋 ) → 𝑧 can
be viewed as purely law-related associations. Paths ẽ(𝑋 ) → 𝑧 and
ẽ(𝑋 ) ← 𝑈𝑋 → 𝑧 can be seen as totally law-unrelated. Similarly,
we can regress the embedding of e(𝑌 ) on e(𝐿𝑋 ) and e(𝐿𝑌 ), to
get ê(𝑌 ) which does not depend on the confounder 𝑈𝑌 , and the
residual part ẽ(𝑌 ) = e(𝑌 ) − ê(𝑌 ). ê(𝑌 ) → 𝑧 can be viewed as
law-related associations. ẽ(𝑌 ) → 𝑧 and ẽ(𝑌 ) ← 𝑈𝑌 → 𝑧 can be
seen as law-unrelated associations. In this way, we can identify the
law-related associations and law-unrelated associations under a
causal framework.

4 OUR APPROACH: LAW-MATCH
This section presents an implementation of the causal learning
framework for legal case matching, called Law-Match.

4.1 Model overview
Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of Law-Match. Given a pair of le-
gal cases (𝑋,𝑌 ), Law-Match first encodes them as two embeddings
(two treatments). Also, the cited law articles 𝐿𝑋 and 𝐿𝑌 are encoded
as two embeddings (two IVs). Then, the treatment reconstruction
module is employed to decompose each treatment into two vectors
with the help of the corresponding IVs. After that, the decomposed
vectors are combined as a new reconstructed vector. Finally, the re-
constructed treatment vectors are fed to the downstream matching
model for making the matching prediction.

4According to Wooldridge [39], ẽ(𝑋 ) will contain an error term if we only use e(𝐿𝑋 )
to regress e(𝑋 ) . We cannot control the association between ê(𝑋 ) and ẽ(𝑋 ) .

Target 𝒀

Encoder Encoder

Law 𝑳𝒀Source 𝑿 Law 𝑳𝑿

𝐞(𝑳𝒀)𝐞(𝑳𝑿) 𝐞(𝒀)𝐞(𝑿)

Treatment

Reconstruction

Treatment

Reconstruction

Underlying Model

Matching Prediction

Concat

𝒇𝐰𝐞𝐢𝐠𝐡𝐭
𝒔

×𝝈

+

𝐞(𝑿)

𝐞𝐫𝐞(𝑿)

𝐞𝐫𝐞(𝐘)𝐞𝐫𝐞(𝑿)

ො𝒛

− ො𝐞(𝑿)

𝐞(𝑿)

𝐞(𝑳𝒀)𝐞(𝑳𝑿)

𝒇𝐩𝐫𝐨𝐣
𝒔

𝒇𝐚𝐭𝐭𝐧
𝒔

Figure 3: The architecture of Law-Match. Right: procedure of
Law-Match applied to an underlying text matching model;
Left: procedure of treatment reconstruction.

4.2 Treatment reconstruction
As shown in the left part of Figure 3, Law-Match employs two
treatment reconstruction modules to process the source case 𝑋 and
target case 𝑌 , outputs the reconstructed embeddings ere (𝑋 ) and
ere (𝑌 ), respectively. These two modules share the same network
architecture while with different parameters.

As have shown in Section 3.3, the new treatment ere (𝑋 ) can be
created by first regressing e(𝑋 ) on the IVs e(𝐿𝑋 ) and e(𝐿𝑌 ), achiev-
ing the fitted part and residual part. We call this stage treatment
decomposition. Then, these two parts are re-combined together
with attended weights, called treatment reconstruction.

4.2.1 Treatment decomposition. IV regression is used to decom-
pose e(𝑋 ) into the fitted part ê(𝑋 ) and residual part ẽ(𝑋 ), with the
help of IVs e(𝐿𝑋 ) and e(𝐿𝑌 ). Specifically, ê(𝑋 ) can be written as

ê(𝑋 ) = 𝑓 𝑠proj (𝑐𝑠 (𝐿𝑋 , 𝐿𝑌 )) , (1)

where 𝑓 𝑠proj : R
𝑑 → R𝑑 is a projection network that maps a law

article embedding to the space of legal case embeddings, and the
input vector 𝑐𝑠 (𝐿𝑋 , 𝐿𝑌 ) is a linear combination of the two law article
embeddings e(𝐿𝑋 ) and e(𝐿𝑌 ):

𝑐𝑠 (𝐿𝑋 , 𝐿𝑌 ) = 𝑤𝑠 · e(𝐿𝑋 ) + (1 −𝑤𝑠 ) · e(𝐿𝑌 ),

where

𝑤𝑠 =
exp{𝑓 𝑠attn (e(𝑋 ), e(𝐿𝑋 ))}

exp{𝑓 𝑠attn (e(𝑋 ), e(𝐿𝑋 ))} + exp{𝑓 𝑠attn (e(𝑋 ), e(𝐿𝑌 ))}
,

and 𝑓 𝑠attn (·, ·) denotes the additive attention [3]:

𝑓 𝑠attn (a, b) = vTtanh(W[a; b]),

where v and W are learnable attention parameters and ‘[·; ·]’ de-
notes concatenation of two vectors. The fitted part ê(𝑋 ) reflects the
law-related median association between the law article embeddings
and the matching results.

Given ê(𝑋 ), it is easy to get the residual part:

ẽ(𝑋 ) = e(𝑋 ) − ê(𝑋 ) . (2)

Obviously, ẽ(𝑋 ) reflects the law-unrelated direct association be-
tween the legal case embeddings and the matching results.
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4.2.2 Treatments reconstruction. The fitted parts and the residuals
can be recombined, achieving a new treatment:

ere (𝑋 ) = ê(𝑋 ) + 𝛼𝑠 · ẽ(𝑋 ), (3)

where 𝛼𝑠 ∈ [0, 1] re-weights the influence of the residual part:
𝛼𝑠 = 𝜎 (𝑓 𝑠weight ( [e(𝑋 ); ẽ(𝑋 )])),

where 𝑓 𝑠weight denotes a two-layer MLP that takes the concatenation
of the treatments and the residual part as input and outputs a real
number, 𝜎 denotes the sigmoid function.

Similarly, given the embedding of the target legal case e(𝑌 )
and law article embeddings e(𝐿𝑌 ) and e(𝐿𝑋 ), we can also get the
reconstructed treatment through IV regression and recombination:

ê(𝑌 ) =𝑓 𝑡proj (𝑐𝑡 (𝐿𝑌 , 𝐿𝑋 )) ,
ẽ(𝑌 ) =e(𝑌 ) − ê(𝑌 ),

ere (𝑌 ) =̂e(𝑌 ) + 𝛼𝑡 · ẽ(𝑌 ),
(4)

where 𝑓 𝑡proj, 𝑐𝑡 , and 𝛼𝑡 are defined similarly as their counterparts
(i.e., 𝑓 𝑠proj and 𝑐𝑠 in Equation (1), and 𝛼𝑠 in Equation (3)).

4.3 Model-agnostic application
Many document matching models share a similar structure, which
we refer to as the underlying model. The underlying models rep-
resent each input document as an embedding vector and predict
the matching score based on the representations. Law-Match is a
model-agnostic framework implemented over existing document
matching models that follow this underlying structure by feeding
the reconstructed treatments to the matching model.

Formally, given a pair of legal cases (𝑋,𝑌 ), the two treatment
reconstruction modules respectively output the reconstructed em-
beddings ere (𝑋 ) and ere (𝑌 ). Then, the matching score between 𝑋
and 𝑌 can be calculated as:

𝑧 = 𝑓pred (ere (𝑋 ), ere (𝑌 )), (5)

where 𝑓pred can be any of the underlying models such as Sentence-
BERT [25], Lawformer [41], Bert-PLI [29], IOT-Match [46] etc.

4.4 Model training
Law-Match has parameters to learn, including those in treatment
reconstruction module for 𝑋 (i.e., parameters in 𝑓 𝑠proj, 𝑓

𝑠
attn, and

𝑓 𝑠weight) and those in treatment reconstruction module for 𝑌 . We
denote these parameters as Θ1. The underlying matching model
𝑓pred also has another set of learn-able parameters, denoted as
Θ2. Law-Match designs an alternative optimization procedure for
learning these parameters based on the labelled training data D.
Each optimization iteration consists of two stages: the IV regression
stage for updating Θ1 and the matching stage for updating Θ2.

At each batch of the IV regression stage, after sampling𝑛 training
pairs and the cited law articles, IV regression is employed to output
the law-related representations ê(𝑋𝑖 ) and ê(𝑌𝑖 ) for all 𝑖 = 1, · · · , 𝑛.
MSE (mean square error) is used to measure the losses during the
IV regression stage,

LIV =
1
𝑛

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

{
∥ê(𝑋𝑖 ) − e(𝑋𝑖 )∥2 + ∥ê(𝑌𝑖 ) − e(𝑌𝑖 )∥2

}
. (6)

Gradients are then calculated to update the parameters in Θ1.

Moving to the matching stage and at each batch, after sampling
𝑛 training pairs and the cited law articles, the predicted matching
scores 𝑧𝑖 ’s are calculated according to current parameter values.
Cross entropy is employed to measure the matching loss:

Lmatch =
1
𝑛

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

CE(�̂�𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖 ), (7)

where CE(�̂�𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖 ) denotes the cross-entropy between the prediction
�̂�𝑖 and the ground-truth label 𝑧𝑖 . Gradients are calculated to update
the underlying matching model’s parameters Θ2.

5 DISCUSSION
In real-world applications, Law-Match may face several issues. The
following subsections discuss how to address them.

5.1 Missing of the query law articles
In some real tasks such as legal retrieval, the law articles may not
be provided in the source case 𝑋 . One reason is that the source
cases (queries) are not judged yet. To address the issue, we adapt
the causal discovery method proposed in [18] to predict the missing
law articles in the legal case5.

The causal discovery method consists of two steps: (1) construct-
ing a bipartite graph G for describing the relation between legal
cases and law articles based on large-scale legal cases with cited
law articles; and (2) inferring the law articles for the given legal
cases based on G.

The first step aims to create a bipartite graph G = (𝑈 ,𝑉 , 𝐸)
where 𝑈 is the set of 𝐶 sentence clusters, 𝑉 is the set of 𝑀 law
article IDs, and 𝐸 is the set of edges from 𝑉 to 𝑈 . The graph is
created based on 100,000 legal cases with law articles, crawled from
https://www.faxin.cn. Each case contains sentences describing the
facts and a set of cited law articles IDs. Following the practices in the
Section 3 of [18], G can be created by selecting key sentences from
each legal case, clustering the key sentences, filtering unimportant
sentences associated with the law articles, and finally creating links
(𝐸) that link the law article IDs (𝑈 ) to clusters IDs (𝑉 ). Please refer
to [18] for the detailed procedure.

In the second step, given the legal case 𝑋 and graph G, the law
articles can be predicted as follows:

(1) Split 𝑋 into sentences 𝑥1, · · · , 𝑥𝐾 ;
(2) Assigning sentences 𝑥𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, · · · , 𝐾) to the clusters in 𝑈 ,

using the embeddings generated by a pre-trained LMs and Euclidean
distance. Note one sentence may be assigned to multiple clusters.

(3) For each cluster, selecting at most 𝐾 ′ assigned sentences,
according to the summed distances between sentences and𝑈 .

(4) For each 𝑥𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, · · · , 𝐾), collecting the set of associated law
article IDs A𝑖 (i.e., moving one step, starting from the assigned
clusters (nodes in𝑈 ) and following the edges in 𝐸);

(5) Return
⋃𝐾
𝑖=1A𝑖 .

5Note that causal discovery in [18] is originally designed for the task of similar charge
disambiguation. Two modifications are made to adapt for predicting law articles:
replacing the charge names with law articles and changing the operation level from
the terms to sentences.

https://www.faxin.cn
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5.2 Underlying models that use paragraph inputs
Some legal case matching models, such as Bert-PLI [29] require
paragraph embeddings, not the document embeddings, as inputs.
For these models, Law-Match considers each paragraph of the legal
case as a (pseudo) legal case. Therefore, each paragraph can be
processed individually, achieving a single reconstructed vector. Let
us use Law-Match, which uses BERT-PLI as the underlying model,
as an example. Suppose that in (𝑋,𝑌 ), 𝑋 contains𝑚 paragraphs
and 𝑌 contains 𝑛 paragraphs. Law-Match will apply its treatment
reconstruction𝑚×𝑛 times. Each time, it takes a different paragraph
pair (constructed based on 𝑋 and 𝑌 ) as the input, generating a
pair of reconstructed paragraph embeddings. After that, these𝑚 ×
𝑛 embedding pairs are fed to BERT-PLI for conducting the final
matching prediction.

Note that the paragraphs in a legal case have no law articles
associated because the law articles are usually cited at the end of
legal cases. Law-Match predicts the law articles for each paragraph
using the causal discovery described in Section 5.1. Specifically, (1)
if the original legal case also cites no law articles, for each paragraph
in the case, we directly use the procedure in Section 5.1, and return
the predicted law articles; (2) if the original legal case cites law
articles, we first use the cited law articles to prune the graph G, i.e.,
removing those nodes 𝑉 (law articles IDs) that are not cited by the
original legal case. Then, we use the procedure in Section 5.1 with
the reduced graph to predict law articles for each paragraph.

5.3 Feasibility of using law articles as IVs
This section discusses whether law articles are valid IVs for legal
case matching. A valid IV need to satisfy three assumptions: Rele-
vance, Exclusion Restriction and Instrumental Unconfoundedness [24].

As for Relevance, it means that the IVs (law articles) need to
be relevant to the treatments (legal cases). In order to verify the
relevance, we use distance correlation (dCor) [35], which measures
linear and nonlinear associations between two random variables,
to measure the relevance between treatments and IVs. dCor∈ [0, 1]
where a larger dCor means more relevant. For each legal case in
ELAM (details Section 6.1.1), we calculate the dCors value between
the cited law articles and the fact descriptions of the legal case. The
averaged dCor= 0.7327. As for comparison, we replace the cited
law articles with law articles randomly selected from a law book.
The averaged dCor decreases to dCor= 0.2673. The result indicates
that the cited law articles satisfy the relevance assumption.

As for Exclusion Restriction, the IVs causal effect on the out-
come is fully mediated by the treatment. Law-Match estimates the
similarities between the source and target cases. The law articles
are associated to concrete legal cases rather than the matching
labels. This means the law articles can only effect the matching
labels through concrete legal cases. Therefore, Law-Match meets
the Exclusion Restriction assumption.

As for Instrumental Unconfoundedness, the IVs need to be uncor-
related with the confounders. In Law-Match, the confounders could
be some missing variables (e.g., the focus of disputes) unrelated to
any law articles. The law articles only affect the key elements in
the legal case. Therefore, the law articles are independent of the
confounder, satisfying the exogeneity assumption.

6 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we empirically verify the efficiency of Law-Match.
The source code and all experiments have been shared at https:
//github.com/Jeryi-Sun/Law-Match-SIGIR-23.

6.1 Experimental settings
6.1.1 Datasets. The experiments were conducted based on three
publicly available datasets: ELAM [46], eCAIL [46], and LeCaRD [19].

ELAM is an explainable legal case matching dataset. It contains
1250 source legal cases, each associated with four target cases. Each
legal case pair is manually assigned a matching label which is either
match (2), partially match (1), or mismatch (0). Explainable labels
such as rationales, their alignments, and free-form explanations are
also provided in the dataset. In the experiments, we use the legal
case contents and the matching labels for training and evaluating
the matching models.

eCAIL is an extension of CAIL (Challenge of AI in Law) 2021
dataset6. In CAIL data, each legal case is associated with tags about
private lending. Following the practices in [46], we constructed
1875 source cases, each associated with four target cases. Each legal
case pair is assigned a matching label according to the number of
overlapping tags (match if overlapping > 10, mismatch if < 1, and
partially match otherwise).

LeCaRD is a legal case retrieval dataset which contains 107
source (query) cases and 43,000 target cases. All criminal cases
were published by the Supreme People’s Court of China. For each
query, 30 target cases are manually annotated, each assigned a
4-level relevance (matching) label.

As for the law articles, we count each dataset’s occurrences of
different law categories. Specifically, for LeCaRD and ELAM, we
use the PRC Criminal Law; for eCAIL, we use the PRC Contract
Law and Civil Procedure Law. The contents of law articles are
downloaded from https://flk.npc.gov.cn/.

6.1.2 Baselines and evaluation metrics. The proposed Law-Match
is a model-agnostic framework, which is applied to the following
underlying models:

Sentence-BERT [25] is a text matching model. It uses BERT [10]
to encode two sentences separately. Then it concatenates the two
embeddings together and uses an MLP to conduct matching.

Lawformer [41] is a Longformer-based pre-trained language
model training millions of Chinese legal cases to represent long
legal documents better. In the experiment, we send the texts of
two cases together to Lawformer and use the mean pooling of
Lawformer’s output to conduct matching.

BERT-PLI [29] uses BERT to capture the semantic relationships
at the paragraph level. Then it uses RNN and Attention model to
infer the relevance between the two cases. Finally, it uses an MLP
to calculate the aggregated embeddings similarity score.

IOT-Match [46] is a three-stage model designed for explainable
legal case matching. It extracts rationales in the first stage, gen-
erates natural language-based explanations in the second stage,
and conducts explainable legal case matching in the third stage.
We kept the first two stages identical to [46] and conducted Law-
Match at the third stage. Note that IOT-Match needs explainable

6Fact Prediction Track data: http://cail.cipsc.org.cn/

https://github.com/Jeryi-Sun/Law-Match-SIGIR-23
https://github.com/Jeryi-Sun/Law-Match-SIGIR-23
https://flk.npc.gov.cn/
http://cail.cipsc.org.cn/
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features which are unavailable in LeCaRD, we only compared with
IOT-Match on ELAM and eCAIL.

We also compare Law-Match with two baselines that can also add
the law articles’ knowledge to legal cases. The first is an intuitive
baseline that simply appends the contents of cited law articles
to the original cases, forming new extended legal cases. Existing
matching models of Sentence-BERT, Lawformer, BERT-PLI and
IOT-Match can be applied to the extended legal cases, denoted as
Cat-Law (Sentence-BERT), Cat-Law (Lawformer), Cat-Law
(BERT-PLI), and Cat-Law (IOT-Match), respectively. The second
is from [14] which employs an attention mechanism to incorporate
article semantics into the legal judgement prediction models called
EPM. Existing matching models of Sentence-BERT, Lawformer,
BERT-PLI and IOT-Match can be applied to EPM, denoted as EPM
(Sentence-BERT), EPM (Lawformer), EPM (BERT-PLI), and
EPM (IOT-Match ), respectively.

The proposed Law-Match is model-agnostic. In the experiments,
we applied Law-Match to the baselines of Sentence-BERT, Law-
former, BERT-PLI, and IOT-Match achieving four versions, referred
to as Law-Match (Sentence-BERT), Law-Match (Lawformer),
Law-Match (BERT-PLI), and Law-Match (IOT-Match ) respec-
tively.

As for evaluation metrics, we use Accuracy, Macro-Precision,
Macro-Recall, and Macro-F1 to measure the matching accuracy.

6.1.3 Implementation details. Law-Match’s hyperparameters are
tuned using grid search on the validation set with Adam [16]. The
batch size is tuned among {2, 4, 8}. The learning rate [1 and [2 are
tuned among {3𝑒 − 6, 3𝑒 − 5, 3𝑒 − 4}. For the source cases that do
not cite law articles, the number of automatically discovered law
articles 𝐾 ′ is tuned between [3, 15] with step 2. For baselines, we
set the parameters as the optimal values in the original paper.

We use Legal-Bert7 to encode legal cases (and the corresponding
law articles if needed) for Sentence-BERT [25], Bert-PLI [29], and
IOT-Match [46]. The legal cases from eCAIL are generally longer
than BERT’s maximum input length. For Sentence-BERT [25], we
use TextRank [20] to process the legal cases and generate a sum-
mary with a 512-words for each case. For Bert-PLI [29] and Law-
former [41], the original text is used.

6.2 Experimental results and analysis
6.2.1 Comparison against underlying models and baselines.
From the results reported in Table 1, we found that Law-Match
(Sentence-BERT), Law-Match (Lawformer), and Law-Match (BERT-
PLI) outperformed the corresponding underlyingmodels (i.e., Sentence-
BERT, Lawformer, and BERT-PLI) on all of the three datasets (ELAM,
eCAIL, and LeCaRD) and Law-Match (IOT-Match) outperformed
IOT-Match on ELAM and eCAIL, with statistical significance (t-
tests, 𝑝-value <0.05). The results verified the efficiency of the model-
agnostic Law-Match framework in improving the underlyingmatch-
ing models.

Meanwhile, we find that the four versions of Cat-Law/EPM,
i.e., Cat-Law/EPM (Sentence-BERT), Cat-Law/EPM (Lawformer),
Cat-Law/EPM (BERT-PLI), and Cat-Law/EPM (IOT-Match) also
outperform most of the underlying models, indicating that the

7https://github.com/thunlp/OpenCLaP

rationale embedding X ′

legal case embedding X

(a) average distance: 13.20

rationale embedding X ′

reconstructed legal case embedding X*

(b) average distance: 0.28

Figure 4: (a): Embeddings of legal case generated by Legal-
Bert v. Embeddings of rationale generated by Legal-Bert. (b):
Embeddings of legal case generated by Legal-Bert v. Recon-
structed Embeddings of legal case generated by Law-Match.

knowledge from the law articles helps improve legal case match-
ing. Finally, Law-Match (Sentence-BERT), Law-Match (Lawformer),
Law-Match (BERT-PLI), and Law-Match(IOT-Match) outperform
the corresponding baselines of Cat-Law/EPM (Sentence-BERT),
Cat-Law/EPM (Lawformer), Cat-Law/EPM (BERT-PLI), and Cat-
Law/EPM (IOT-Match), verify that considering law articles as IVs
to decompose treatments is a better way of using law articles in
legal cases matching.

6.2.2 How the law articles improve legal casematching? We
first show that Law-Match has the ability of Identifying Rationales.
That is, the law articles guide Law-Match to reconstruct the legal
case embeddings that focus more on the rationales, which have
been verified to be beneficial to accurate matching [46]. Specifi-
cally, we note that each legal case in ELAM also contains human-
annotated rationales (key sentences). Therefore, for each legal case,
we generate the legal case embedding𝑋 by Legal-Bert, the rationale
embedding𝑋 ′ which contains only the human-annotated rationales
by Legal-Bert, and the reconstructed legal cases embedding 𝑋 ∗ by
Law-Match.

First, we use TSNE [36] to illustrate all of the 2500 legal case
embeddings in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows the distributions of the
legal case embeddings 𝑋 (yellow crosses) and the rationale em-
beddings 𝑋 ′ (blue circles). Figure 4(b) shows the distributions of
the reconstructed legal case embeddings 𝑋 ∗ (red crosses) and the
rationale embeddings 𝑋 ′ (blue circles). It is easy to observe that
the blue circles and yellow crosses in Figure 4(a) are distributed
more differently than the blue circles and red crosses in Figure 4(b).
That is, more circles and crosses are not overlapped in Figure 4(a).
Moreover, we calculate the averaged Euclidean distances over all
of the pairs (𝑋,𝑋 ′) in Figure 4(a) based on embedding vectors
generated by Legal-Bert. The average distance is 13.20. After apply-
ing Law-Match on the legal cases and based on the reconstructed
embeddings, the average Euclidean distances over all of the pairs
(𝑋 ∗, 𝑋 ′) in Figure 4(b) becomes 0.28. The results verify that by us-
ing law articles as IVs, Law-Match reconstruct the case embeddings
so that they are closer to the corresponding rationale embeddings.

We further show that Law-Match has the ability of disentan-
gling the law-related and law-unrelated parts of treatment vectors

https://github.com/thunlp/OpenCLaP
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Table 1: Performance comparisons between Law-Match and the baselines. The boldface represents the best performance. In
each block, we present the Law-Match in the last line. ‘†’ indicates the improvements over all of the baselines are statistically
significant (t-tests, 𝑝-value < 0.05). Results of IOT-Match on LeCaRD are not available, denoted as ‘—’.

Models ELAM LeCaRD eCAIL

Acc. (%) P. (%) R. (%) F1 (%) Acc. (%) P. (%) R. (%) F1 (%) Acc. (%) P. (%) R. (%) F1 (%)

Sentence-BERT 68.83 69.83 66.88 67.20 59.44 59.54 57.89 58.70 71.33 70.83 71.21 70.98
Cat-Law(Sentence-BERT) 71.54 70.54 69.73 69.94 61.60 62.54 59.76 60.73 78.80 78.36 78.70 78.53
EPM(Sentence-BERT) 71.14 69.85 69.51 69.65 60.37 61.56 58.12 59.25 77.06 76.65 76.95 76.58
Law-Match(Sentence-BERT) 73.15† 71.23† 71.05† 71.14† 62.54† 63.37† 61.04† 61.84† 80.00† 79.78† 79.92† 79.84†

Lawformer 69.91 72.26 68.34 69.18 59.13 58.79 58.56 58.47 70.67 70.20 70.55 69.91
Cat-Law(Lawformer) 69.94 68.05 68.40 68.22 59.13 59.27 58.54 58.59 75.19 75.51 75.18 75.20
EPM(Lawformer) 71.14 72.75 70.58 70.31 59.37 60.02 59.14 59.43 74.00 73.85 74.20 74.00
Law-Match(Lawformer) 73.20† 74.41† 73.12† 73.52† 60.06† 60.80† 59.54† 59.62† 76.67† 76.25† 76.56† 76.40†

BERT-PLI 71.21 71.22 71.23 70.88 61.60 60.88 60.41 60.48 70.66 70.05 70.54 70.18
Cat-Law(BERT-PLI) 72.89 71.32 70.49 70.63 63.46 64.15 62.47 63.16 73.20 72.51 73.08 72.28
EPM(BERT-PLI) 71.34 69.32 69.11 68.99 63.77 65.26 62.45 63.49 73.33 73.12 73.23 73.18
Law-Match(BERT-PLI) 74.95† 72.96† 71.75† 72.35† 65.63† 66.07† 63.75† 64.41† 74.13† 73.51† 74.02† 73.68†

IOT-Match 73.87 73.02 72.41 72.55 — — — — 82.01 82.10 81.92 81.90
Cat-Law(IOT-Match) 74.55 73.22 72.63 72.89 — — — — 83.86 84.59 83.72 83.95
EPM(IOT-Match) 74.69 73.39 73.02 73.17 — — — — 82.53 82.21 82.40 82.29
Law-Match(IOT-Match) 76.75† 75.51† 75.78† 75.59† — — — — 84.60† 84.44† 84.53† 84.45†

Table 2: Ablation study of Law-Match on ELAM.

Algorithm Sentence-BERT Lawformer Bert-PLI IOT-Match

Acc. (%) P. (%) R. (%) F1 (%) Acc. (%) P. (%) R. (%) F1 (%) Acc. (%) P. (%) R. (%) F1 (%) Acc. (%) P. (%) R. (%) F1 (%)

Law-Match (fitted only) 66.53 66.47 64.69 65.15 71.74 69.90 69.33 69.35 70.74 68.71 68.35 68.52 70.74 69.89 69.31 69.45
Law-Match (residual only) 69.13 68.01 68.19 68.10 71.14 69.37 68.68 68.70 69.53 67.05 66.19 66.62 73.34 71.83 72.33 71.96
Law-Match (Concat parts) 71.74 70.55 70.65 70.54 71.03 70.87 70.56 70.34 73.55 71.52 71.68 71.52 74.95 74.11 74.31 74.20
Law-Match (Separate IV) 72.55 71.05 70.73 70.82 71.14 71.00 69.78 70.12 71.74 69.15 68.72 68.93 74.54 73.14 69.63 69.30

Law-Match 73.15 71.23 71.05 71.14 73.20 74.41 73.12 73.52 74.95 72.96 71.75 72.35 76.75 75.51 75.78 75.59

in Section 4. Specifically, we visualize the decomposed law-related
and law-unrelated embeddings learned by Law-Match using TSNE.
Figure 5(a) and (b) show the results w.r.t. Law-Match(Sentence-
BERT) and Law-Match(Lawformer), respectively. The law-related
embeddings are shown as blue dots, and the law-unrelated em-
beddings are shown as red crosses. In Figure 5, we observe that
Law-Match separates the two sets of embeddings. Only a tiny frac-
tion of the vectors are overlapped. From the above analysis, we
conclude that Law-Match effectively disentangles the law-related
and law-unrelated parts of treatment vectors, which are utilized
differently and enhanced legal case matching.

6.2.3 Ablation study. Law-Match combines the fitted and resid-
ual parts as the reconstructed legal case representation. We cre-
ate several Law-Match variations by removing the two parts or
changing the combination methods. They are (a) Law-Match (fitted
only): only use the fitted part as the reconstructed representation;
(b) Law-Match (residual only): only use the residual part as the
reconstructed representation. Also, note that in Law-Match, the
embeddings of 𝐿𝑋 and 𝐿𝑌 are used as IVs to regress both 𝑋 and 𝑌 .
We created another variation: (c) Law-Match (Separate IV): 𝐿𝑋 is
only used as the IV for 𝑋 , and 𝐿𝑌 is only used as the IV for 𝑌 ; (d)
Law-Match (Concat parts): simply concatenate the fitted part and
the residual part as the reconstructed representation.

law-related embedding
law-unrelated embedding

(a) Law-Match(Sentence-BERT)

law-related embedding
law-unrelated embedding

(b) Law-Match(Lawformer)

Figure 5: Visualization of the learned causal and non-causal
embeddings of (a) Law-Match(Sentence-BERT) and (b) Law-
Match(Lawformer). Causal parts are represented by dots and
non-causal parts are represented by crosses. Using law ar-
ticles as IVs, causal and non-causal parts are disentangled
clearly by Law-Match.

Table 2 reports the performance of these variations with differ-
ent underlying models on the ELAM dataset. The results indicate
that (1) removing either the fitted or residual part will decrease
the matching performance; (2) combining 𝐿𝑋 and 𝐿𝑌 ’s embeddings
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Figure 6: Performance of Law-Match (abbr. LM) w.r.t. differ-
ent ratio of (oracle) cited law articles on ELAM.
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Figure 7: Performance of Law-Match (abbr. LM) w.r.t. law
articles discovered by different methods on ELAM.

as IVs can further enhance the matching accuracy; (3) simply con-
catenating the fitted part and the residual part will decrease the
matching performance.

6.2.4 Robustness of law articles as IVs. Based on the ELAM
dataset, we test the performances of Law-Match when a few oracle
law articles (those cited in the legal cases) are replaced with those
randomly selected from a law book. That is, we try to inject noise
into the IVs. Figure 6 illustrates the matching accuracy of Law-
Match w.r.t. 0%, 50%, and 100% of the oracle law articles are kept
(others are replaced with random law articles) and the underlying
modes without Law-Match. The results indicate that: (1) Law-Match
is robust. It improved the underlying matching models even the
law articles are randomly selected; (2) high-quality law articles can
further enhance the matching accuracy.

6.2.5 Effects of the causally discovered law articles. We test
the efficiency of automatically discovered law articles (shown in
Section 5.1) in Law-Match. Specifically, we note that the original
legal cases in ELAM contain oracle-cited law articles. We compare
the matching accuracy of Law-Match variations where the law
articles are collected differently: (1) randomly selecting 5 law arti-
cles8, denoted as Law-Match (Random IV); (2) using BM25 [26] to
retrieve top-5 law articles from the law book, where legal cases and
law articles are respectively considered as queries and documents,
denoted as Law-Match (Retrieve IV); (3) using the causal discovery
method presented in subsection 5.1, denoted as Law-Match (Causal
IV); (4) For showing the upper bound performance, we also test
Law-Match with oracle cited law articles in the legal cases, denoted
as Law-Match (Oracle IV).
8On average each ELAM legal case cites about 5 law articles.

Figure 7 shows that Law-Match (Causal IV) perform better than
Law-Match (Retrieve IV) and Law-Match (Retrieve IV) perform bet-
ter than Law-Match (Random IV). Law-Match (Oracle IV) perform
the best. The results verify the efficiency of the causal discovery
module presented in subsection 5.1, especially when no law articles
are cited in the legal cases.

Table 3: Average online inference time per case pair, for four
base models w/ or w/o Law-Math.

Model Sentence-Bert Lawformer Bert-PLI IOT-Match

w/o Law-Match 0.0502 (s) 0.0318 (s) 0.1228 (s) 0.1027 (s)
w/ Law-Match 0.0543 (s) 0.0341 (s) 0.1269 (s) 0.1059 (s)

RelaCost 8.17 % 7.23 % 3.34 % 3.12 %

6.2.6 Efficiency of Law-Match. We also analyze the efficiency
of Law-Match to show the additional time needed when conducting
onlinematching. Specifically, we record the time required to process
each case pair in the online inference stage, with different base
models with and without the Law-Match module. From the results
reported in Table 3, we find that Law-Match needs a short additional
time when applied to different base models. Also, we find that
relative additional time costs are lower for the larger base models.
Overall, the delay is acceptable and will not impact the online
inference speed much.

The results are reasonable because Law-Match is designed as
an independent representation learning module in the process of
legal matching. The most time-consuming part is reconstructing
the treatment, which consists of four MLP layers (𝑓 𝑠/𝑡weight, 𝑓

𝑠/𝑡
proj)

and two additive attention networks (𝑓 𝑠/𝑡attn). These modules require
much less time than the base models.

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a model-agnostic causal learning frame-
work that introduces law articles to legal case matching, called
Law-Match. Analyses show that the legal case matching results are
affected by the mediation effect of the cited law articles and the
direct effect of the key circumstances in legal cases. By considering
the law articles as IVs and legal cases as treatments, Law-Match
uses IV regression to decompose each legal case’s embedding into
the law-related and law-unrelated parts, which are then combined
together for the final matching prediction. Experiments on three
public datasets demonstrated the efficiency of Law-Match.
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